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Abstract
We summarize our fully automatic approach to the TRECVID 2009 Search task. Our submissions
summarized in Table 1 use linear combinations of the following basic techniques.
• text ASR text retrieved by the Dutch translation of selected topic terms.
• image Similarity of representative frames of shots.
• face Face detector output for topics involving people.
• feature Total weight of high level feature classifiers considered relevant by text based similarity
to the topic. We used the publicly available feature predictions.
• motion Motion information extracted from videos where relevant to topic.
• wide A variation of text with wider shot neighborhood considered relevant.
• lattice Text retrieval based on ASR lattices where available.
The combination of feature and face together contributed most to the performance of the system.
In this experiment the use of lattices, although they were available only for part of the shots, did
not improve over the most probable ASR output. The best ASR text based run is text + wide,
a combination where more distant shots also receive partial score for a matching speech. We notice
that the plain linear combination of all scores deteriorated performance. In the paper we measure
independent performance of the methods and observe that feature alone would have outperformed
all of our runs. An improved combination includes wide with lower weight.
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Introduction

In this paper we describe our approach to TRECVID 2009 Search task [15] using fully automatic processing. The data set consisted of 280 hours of video with approximately 96400 shots with the corresponding
automatic speech recognition (ASR) transcript. For a subset of the shots, ASR output also included
lattice files generated by Huijbregts et al. [5]. We also relied on publicly available annotations for shots
produced by participants of High Level Feature Extraction task.
The key feature of our solution is to combine several different text based and content based image
retrieval scores. We describe our approaches that rely on the visual part of the topic (image similarity,
motion and face detection) in Section 2 and on the topic description (ASR retrieval, relevant high level
feature selection, motion and person selection) in Section 3. Finally the combination method and our
runs, both submitted and additionally evaluated, are summarized in Section 4.
∗ This work was supported by the EU FP7 project JUMAS – Judicial Management by Digital Libraries Semantics and
by grants OTKA NK 72845 and NKFP-07-A2 TEXTREND.

Run ID
budapest0
budapest1
budapest2
budapest3
budapest4
budapest5
budapest6
budapest7
budapest8
budapest9

MAP
0.0163
0.0225
0.0226
0.0225
0.0039
0.0051
0.0050
0.0008
0.0223
0.0062

Method
text + image
text + image
text + image
text + image
text + image
text
lattice
image
text + image
text + wide

+
+
+
+

feature + 0.1 · face + 0.1 · motion + wide + lattice
0.1 · face + 0.1 · motion + wide
feature + 0.1 · face
feature + 0.1 · face + 0.1 · motion + wide

+ feature + 0.1 · motion

Table 1: Summary of our ten runs submitted.
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Topic visual content processing

We developed a video processing subsystem. It has the following main functionality:
• Video prefiltering with smoothing and adaptive intensity equalization;
• Low level feature tracker, including
– optic flow estimation based on corner point tracking [1, 13];
– automatic motion compensation based on optic flow;
– shot detection based on motion vectors with adaptive salience level; and
– motion trajectory analysis of corner points.
We processed each frame and segmented the video into shots. We made also use of the provided
shot boundaries. During the processing a motion feature vector was produced for each video frame.
This vector contains the following information: detected shot boundary, panning camera motion, global
motion vector, global motion histogram. An image frame and a motion vector was associated with each
shot. This frame and vector served as input for the further processing.

2.1

Image processing

We transformed images into a feature space in order to define their similarity for ad hoc retrieval. For
image processing we computed SIFT [10] descriptors. This resulted in approximately three times 500-700
keypoints and the corresponding descriptors in 128 dimensions. We also used six Haar-wavelet based
face detector with binary outputs to generate high level face prediction for each image.

2.2

Codebook generation

The number of local descriptors produced for each frame varies from image to image. To have fixed
dimensional representation of an image we prepared a visual codebook from the training set. We clustered
the feature vectors using K-Means with two thousands cluster centers. After this all feature vectors were
quantized according to the cluster centers. We chose the K-Means because of its low computational cost.
Using the output of the clustering we computed normal and modified versions of BOV representations
for each image.
2.2.1

BOV representation

The Bag of Words generative modeling is a well known technique from text domain [7, 6]. It also has
been proved successful in image categorization and retrieval. [3, 14]. The images (shot keyframes) are
represented by D = 2000 dimensional vector. The best performing BOV term frequency vector consists
of the histogram of the codewords from the codebook. We tested four additional descriptors, but none
of them improved over the original version:

Figure 1: High level flowchart of the processing pipeline. We computed ranked lists from several modalities. We included these list and their various combination in the final ranked lists. The modalities were:
video, ASR text, annotation from the High level Feature Extraction task.

Figure 2: Video feature extraction. The video was segmented into frames automatically. Each shot
was associated with one image frame and a characteristic motion vector extracted from that shot. We
computed SIFT descriptors in the monochrome and normalized RGB channels. A face descriptor was
also computed for each shot.

Figure 3: Flowchart of the Bag of Visual Words representation algorithm. First, We generated a visual
codebook from the local descriptors of images computed in the video processing step. For codebook
building we used K-Means clustering.

Figure 4: ASR based ranking generation

Figure 5: High level feature based ranking generation
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- “Soft” BOV vector: xs = j P ijxij , where xij denotes the i−th column of the j-th quantized
i
feature vector of one image. Here i = 1, . . . , 2000 and j is typically between 500–2000.
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where xsk is the element of xs = (xs0 , xs1 . . . xsD ), that
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where xik is the element of xi = (xi0 , xi1 . . . xiD )

We tested different distance metrics for nearest neighbor image similarity search (χ2 , L1, L2). In the
xy
.
final experiments we used the best performing cosine distance, Dcos (x, y) = arccos kxkkyk
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Topic text based retrieval

We utilized the available textual information: the automatic speech recognition (ASR) output, the
results of the high level feature extraction track and the topics themselves. We have implemented a text
processing subsystem for this task. It consists of the following modules:
• Preprocessing
• Text retrieval
• Annotation analysis
We used text retrieval to find the relevant parts in the ASR output and the corresponding high level
features for the topics. The results were used as-is in our text-based runs. They also formed the base of
our combination runs.
The output of the annotation analysis was used to decide if motion processing and face recognition
are necessary for a particular topic and to weight the results of those subsystems.
We used the Hungarian Academy of Sciences text retrieval engine [4] that is based on Okapi BM25
[12] with proximity weights [11, 2].

3.1

Topic text preprocessing

We have found the topic descriptions in their original form unsuited to be used as text queries. Firstly,
they contain many words that describe information about the video, not its content. Secondly, words
that contain no information by themselves, such as prepositions and numbers, would greatly lower search
performance. Therefore, a preprocessing phase was needed.
We parsed the topics with the Stanford lexical parser [8, 9]. This enabled us to determine the partof-speech (POS) tags of all words in the topics and to stem them accordingly. We also extracted the
phrase and dependency structure of the topic descriptions.
To identify the meta-description in the topics, (e.g. statements about the video itself, as opposed to
its content; the “Find shots of” instruction also falls in to this category) we assembled a list of words that
might take part in such descriptions, based on previous TRECVID topics. Then we removed these words
from the topics, together with any words governed by them in the phrase and dependency structure.
Next, we filtered the remaining words based on their POS tags. Our assumption was that nouns
would make the best query words, followed by verbs and adjectives. Especially in case of the ASR
output, it seemed unlikely that the narration would describe what was happening in the video, let alone
with the same words as in the topic descriptions. However, if people were interacting with things, there
was a chance they would refer to them. Based on these considerations, we assigned the following weights
to the words: nouns 1, verbs 0.5, adjectives 0.2; all other words were dropped from the query.
Since the ASR output is in Dutch, we translated the queries using online dictionaries word-by-word.
As a result, several synonyms were produced for every English word. For a group of alternate translations
we have only kept the highest tf.idf in every document. We did not retrieve English queries in the machine
translation available for the TRECVID 2009 data.

3.2

Window width for relevance

We loaded the speech acts as the documents to the search engine. A speech act consists of the words in
the ASR output that have the same speech id. We run a regular text-based search with the translated
queries. This produced a scored list of speech acts. We then calculated shot scores as follows: if a shot
overlaps with a speech act, it receives its full score. Otherwise, the score is reduced proportionally to
the distance between the speech and the shot; if the two were more than sixty seconds apart, no score
was awarded. We used the resulting ranked shot list in the text run.
We also created a wide shot list. The only difference to the process described above is that shots
received scores of speech acts as far as 300 seconds.

3.3

Retrieval in ASR lattices

In comparison to the most likely utterance, we have implemented a retrieval method working directly
on speech lattices for some of the TRECVID 2007-2008 data where lattices from Sound and Vision [5]
were available. For remaining speech data we used the most likely text as fallback mechanism.
When processing lattices, for each node w of the lattice we computed the likelihood of all paths
reaching term w. When computing likelihood we normalized over out-edges. By this procedure we have
obtained a probability for every word w that we used instead of the tf score. We also implemented an
algorithm that takes proximity as in [11, 2] into account by counting likelihood and path length. Due
to the lack of meaningful expressions in the topic text we turned this feature off in the experiments.

3.4

High level video feature relevance

The topics were also matched against the 20 high level features made available from the feature extraction
track. The feature descriptions served as documents in the search engine. This provided us with a scored
list of possibly relevant features for every topic. To determine the relevance of a shot to a topic, we
computed the sum of these scores, weighted by the results of the high level feature extraction track for
the shot.
The result of this method was used in the feature list, which, along with the text and image runs,
served as the base for the combination runs. This list was not submitted for evaluation, though later it
proved to provide the best results (see Table 2). To evaluate the strength of the features, in addition

MAP
0.0003
0.0003
0.0021
0.0021
0.0023
0.0023
0.0038
0.0050
0.0051
0.0053
0.0064
0.0378
0.0382
0.0381
0.0418

Method
motion
face
image Normalized “Soft” BOV
image “Soft” BOV
image Normalized Inverse “Soft” BOV
image Inverse “Soft” BOV
image BOV
lattice
text
lattice + wide
text + wide
features
features + 0.2 · face
features + 0.2 · motion
features + 0.2 · wide

Table 2: Results of the post-submission experiments with explanations given in the Abstract.
we show two kinds of manual strategies to determine the weight of a topic–feature pair. In the “strict”
strategy we gave weight 1.0 only to those pairs linked grammatically and connected by meaning. And in
the “lax” strategy we also gave weight 0.5 for those pairs where we could find an interpretation between
the topic and the feature. By the “strict” strategy we have only 15 topic–feature relations resulting in
a MAP 0.0922 based on the relevant topics (13 out of 24) and MAP 0.0499 on the full set of topics.
The MAP of “lax” based on 58 relations is 0.0545 (22 relevant topics) and 0.0499 on the full set. Our
experiments showed if we manually assign weights between the topics and the high level features the
results are significantly better than in our automatic strategy.

3.5

Video events

Topic descriptions provide information we could use in conjunction with the output of our face and
motion detectors.
Some queries required that the shots contain people. We assembled a list of synonyms for “person”
and “human” using WordNet. Topics that contain any of these words were flagged. When evaluating
these topics, a face score was awarded for shots, which equals to the output of the face detector.
We assumed that motion may be another valuable indicator. We assigned a motion score for each
topic in the following way: for every verb among the query words, we divided the number of senses that
represent motion in WordNet by the number of all senses, and then we summarized these values. We
multiplied this score by the output of the motion detector to assign the motion score for shots.
These scores are inadequate to form the base of an independent run. However, we used them in the
combination lists.
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Results

We summarize the results of our submissions in Table 1 and our post-submission experiments in Table 2.
In our official runs, the combination of text retrieval, image similarity, relevant feature scores and a
downweighted face detection performed best, closely followed by additional combinations with motion
detection and wide window text retrieval.
In the post-submission analysis we find highest contribution of the features themselves, a potential
run that we did not submit. The performance of the features can further be improved by downweighted
combination. Reduced linear weight values can now be guessed by the poor performance of the remaining
methods. In this respect ASR retrieval has a contribution in MAP increase higher than its own MAP
score.
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Conclusions

In our experiments the best performing method was the automatic detection of connections between the
high-level video features and the topics. In combination we successfully applied ASR retrieval and our
face detector. We believe that the highest potential of improvement lies in our image retrieval methods
that have only moderately been adapted to the TRECVID search track. We did not deploy cross-modal
feedback mechanisms that usually outperform the simple linear combination of the scores.
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